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Ellipsoidally Referenced Surveying (ERS): Introduction

Classic approach (2D GNSS), “classic method”

* GNSS is used to observe the (horizontal) position of the survey vessel.

* The vertical component is either neglected or
could be used in a better way by using state-of-the-art methods.

* Due to neglecting the GNSS height it was necessary to use the water

surface as vertical reference.

+ available
– not stable, complicated

ERS (3D GNSS), “ellipsoidal method”

+ available, stable, easy to use, global, . . . , common height reference

– geometrical height reference

– Other disadvantages? Next page.
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ERS: Review (Report DAF-05-5, 2005)

Using the ellipsoid as vertical reference for seabed mapping

* Expected GNSS vertical accuracy in 5-10 years: ca. 2 cm ≈true

* . . . disadvantages

– Confusion when introducing another vertical level. We will operate with
more than one vertical datum on our depth data. true

– The ellipsoid represents a theoretical reference, and the ellipsoidal depths
are not the real depths, which can be confusing. true

* Conclusions
As long as NHS will use Special Order . . . , the method of using the ellipsoid
as reference for seabed measuring will not be accurate enough . . . Why? (†)
The exception is if any of the other error sources is reduced. Interesting. (†)

Motivation for ERS-project
* Heights and vertical references (classical CD, ellipsoidal information)

* Variance propagation related to (†)

* Quality quantification: classic method versus ellipsoidal method
* Evaluation of Expectations to Reference Systems

(including requirements)
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ERS: Vertical references & error propagation

Ordinary information

– Chart Datum or Tidal reference planes: These fictitious planes are used
as the sounding datum for the tidal heights.

– Charted Depth: Clearance in meters (or feet in old charts) below the
chart datum.
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ERS: Vertical references & error propagation

Chart Datum (CD)

Charted depth
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ERS: Vertical references & error propagation

Chart Datum (CD)
σ ≈ ±0

Charted depth
σ
2 =
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Requirements to vertical references (VR): Function of depth

The practical value of CD is limited to shallow water.

Søre Sunnmøre: depths [0m, 40m]. The need for CD is
limited to a narrow stripe, mainly following the
coastline. Here it covers 20% of the sea area.

Depths > 40m

– The dominating part of the
sea area is deeper than
40m (here 80%).

– Accuracy in order of
meter(s) is sufficient.

– Therefore, CD could be
approximated by many
existing models – even
(quasi) geoid models.

Depths [0m, 40m]

– more strict
accuracy requirements
(next pages)
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Requirements to VR: Sensor aspects, Classic method

Precision of SDc = artificial variability of CDc
SP

“How precise the vessel can be related to the water surface?”

Conversion from achievable precision (1σ)
to tolerance requirements for CDc

SP
(2σ).

Vertical reference: gravity field.
Classic method.

Variability and precision tolerance
σh hor. axis errors from vessel (waterline)
σv ver. axis other error sources e.g.:

weather, distance, oceanographic conditions, tide gauge

Tolerance formula: [−(2σh + σv ); 2σh + σv
︸ ︷︷ ︸

figure

]

Examples (σv = 1.0)

* heave only: [-11cm, +11cm] or |22cm|

* combined: [-13cm, +13cm] or |26cm|

Meaning: Using 2σ is a guarantee for

* 5% data not meeting the specification

* >1 hour / 24 hours wasted time

Reason: Unrealistic expectations & requirements
to the vertical reference.

Remark: Current requirement for CDc
SP (rel. CDc

TG ) is σ = ±2.5cm.
Often not achievable. Bathymetry tolerates relaxed accuracy requirements.
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Conversion from achievable precision (1σ)
to tolerance requirements for CDc

SP
(2σ).

Vertical reference: gravity field.
Classic method.

Variability and precision tolerance
σh hor. axis errors from vessel (waterline)
σv ver. axis other error sources e.g.:

weather, distance, oceanographic conditions, tide gauge

Tolerance formula: [−(2σh + σv ); 2σh + σv
︸ ︷︷ ︸

figure

]

Examples (σv = 1.0)

* heave only: [-11cm, +11cm] or |22cm|

* combined: [-13cm, +13cm] or |26cm|

Meaning: Using 2σ is a guarantee for

* 5% data not meeting the specification

* >1 hour / 24 hours wasted time

Reason: Unrealistic expectations & requirements
to the vertical reference.

Remark: Current requirement for CDc
SP (rel. CDc

TG ) is σ = ±2.5cm.
Often not achievable. Bathymetry tolerates relaxed accuracy requirements.
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Requirements to VR: Sensor aspects, ERS

What is the benefit of using an ellipsoidal vertical reference (CDe
SP)?

No need to connect the vessel to the water surface (“water line”)!

Tolerance requirements for SDe= CDe
SP

.
(Same accuracy requirements for depths!)
Vertical reference: gravity field.
Ellipsoidal method (ERS).

+ Vessel-waterline errors σh “disappear”
(σh is reduced to σGNSS/INS)

+ Errors from σv “disappear”

Using ERS-method the quality of the range

observations is not longer a function of

* (reasonable) weather conditions
* distance between vessel & tide gauge
* oceanographic conditions
* assumptions related to the VR

+ Better precision, data consistency

* classic [-13cm, +13cm] or |26cm|

* ellipsoidal [-25cm, +25cm] or |50cm|

Relaxed precision/requirement for
CDe

SP using the ellipsoidal method
gives the same depth accuracy as
CDc

SP using the classic method. 9 / 17
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Requirements to VR: Physics, Classic method

What is “waterline” at sounding time and position?

http://i.ytimg.com/vi/aBM7NgMhg90/hqdefault.jpg
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Requirements to VR: Physics, Classic method

What is “waterline” at sounding time and position?

– Reality (surface) versus convention (polygon, line, point)

– The surface is not defined inside the hull. Hypothetical.

– Hard to predict from “simultaneous” tide-gauge observations.

– Hard to realise with high precision/accuracy

for the position of the MultiBeam EchoSounder (!)

even if the surface would be well defined, simple & well known.

−→ Hydrodynamic modelling & error propagation (next page)
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Requirements to VR: Physics, Classic method

Key words: rotation- & flotation center, time aspects,
hydrodynamic modelling, simulation & error propagation.

dh

dv

R R’

Longitudinal Centre of Flotation (LCF).
In general there is no reference point with
constant vertical distance to the water
surface.

All soundings are related to a specific
reference point R with high precision.

Classic method
– The used convention/approximation

“R – water surface = constant”
is not true and introduces a significant error
at time scales shorter than natural period.

– Height reference for soundings (SDc ) 6=
height reference from tide gauges (CDc

TG
).

– No need for precise CDc
TG

.

ERS, ellipsoidal method
– There is no need for “waterline”, flotation- and rotation centres. . .

– All errors related to the VR do dot longer affect the MBES-range observations.

– Benefit for the VR: More relaxed accuracy requirements for CDc
SP

& CDc
TG

.
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Requirements to vertical references (VR): Summary

– Advanced bathymetric survey vessels are one of the most
demanding users of different vertical references at sea.
In spite of high-precision sensors the resulting accuracy is
limited e.g. by physics in respect of the vertical reference.
A selection of technical & physical limits was highlighted.
The “classic method” for vertical referencing, which is most
challenging & cost-intensive, results in high variability
defining a natural limit for the accuracy requirements to VR.
Taking into account physical accuracy limits for soundings
the accuracy requirements to VR are even more relaxed.
There is an optimal accuracy for vertical references which is
minimising costs and maximising benefits.
Imbalance do not bring additional value to bathymetric data,
its products and no benefit to other users.
Expectations to reference systems were not realistic.

Interlocking accuracy requirements for VR & “classic” &
“ellipsoidal” method – based on physical limits – are
essential for optimising benefits & costs for all users. 12 / 17
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Practical experiences: Data consistency

Vertical residuals between two crossing lines 208, 188

. . . based on tide gauge extrapolation
(“classic method”)

. . . based on ellipsoidal information
(“ellipsoidal method”)

What is the reason for the difference? Vertical Reference CDc
SP .

13 / 17



Practical experiences: Variability of Chart Datum

Linear combination “geometry free” (ell. – cla.) shows the artifi-
cial variability of the vertical reference (CDc

SP) in space & time.

. . . crossing lines 208, 188 . . . overlapping lines 181 & 172

Results were obtained by analysing “good data”.
Useful to review the relationship between SD

c , CDc
SP , CD

c
TG , costs & benefit. 14 / 17



Practical experiences: Advantages of using ERS

– Higher1 data consistency
makes the accuracy potential of multi-beam data available

Significant systematic errors

– larger than specified accuracy MBES-system
– in order of “special order” requirements for the vertical
– undetected by using classical method

where easily detected and automatically removed by using ERS.

– More effective bathymetric surveys

– Bathymetric data from a whole day were unusable (currents)
using the “classic method” even by using a local tide gauge.
Errors > specified accuracy MBES-systems

> “special order” requirements for the vertical
– The same data was highly consistent using ERS.
– No local tide gauge necessary.

– More flexible bathymetric surveys
– No need to consider/preplan tides, currents to obtain consistent results.
– No impracticable restrictions to survey in periods “without” currents.

1and also more uniform & less weather dependent
15 / 17
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Practical experiences: Depths and heights

Conventional
depths
relative
Chart Datum

Normal
heights
relative
NN2000

Vertical information relative to the ellipsoid – further advantages:

– Using the ellipsoid as common height reference bathymetric data can
** at nearly same precision (without loss of precision!) **

related to many different vertical references like e.g.:
+ NN2000 . . . heights along the Norwegian coast
+ NKG2015 . . . heights at sea (NN2000 not defined)
+ DTU15MSS . . . Chart Datum for Mareano
+ DTU15MDT . . . . . .

– It is possible to use Chart Datum for cartographic purposes only
(FAMOS, Germany, . . . ).

– There is no need to use Chart Datum as separation model to relate
bathymetry (“depths”) to other references.
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Thank you.
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